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1. Horizon¹ is a Research Institute centred at The University of Nottingham and a Research Hub within the UKRI Digital Economy programme². Horizon brings together researchers from a broad range of disciplines to investigate the opportunities and challenges arising from the increased use of digital technology in our everyday lives. Prof. McAuley is Director of Horizon, and was a member of the Furman Digital Competition Expert Panel for HM Treasury that published the “Unlocking Digital Competition” report³, and Principal Investigator of the ESRC-funded CaSMa⁴ (Citizen-centric approaches to Social Media analysis) project to promote ways for individuals to control their data and online privacy, and the EPSRC-funded UnBias⁵ (Emancipating Users Against Algorithmic Biases for a Trusted Digital Economy) project for raising user awareness and agency when using algorithmic services. Neelima Sailaja is a researcher of Horizon, working on her doctoral and post-doctoral projects on the challenges of using personal data in media experiences, in association with the BBC. This evidence presents future possibilities in PSB services as they turn towards the data-driven Internet era. It particularly identifies and unpacks the complexities of the socio-technical challenges of trust and accountability witnessed by this shift (as evidenced in research). We present these challenges, which confront the very adoption of future PSB services with the view of informing the shaping of such services to be sensitive to these wider challenges. We are happy for this response to be published in full.

What should a PSB look like in a digital age? What services should they provide (Expected Properties of a Future PSB service)?

2. Traditional broadcast has relied primarily on radio and television for the widespread dissemination of information in the form of entertainment. With the rise of the internet age along with ubiquitous computing technologies, this definition of broadcast is currently being redrafted. This revision is inspired by the potential of the billions of mobile and other internet connected devices handled by diverse
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populations that allow for the delivery of content anytime, anywhere, at the convenience of the audiences.

3. This shift allows current and future broadcast the ability to render a considerably more diverse range of novel possibilities, ranging from customised recommendations to even the personalisation of the broadcast content itself. Identified here are a number of significant characteristics that is redefining the very culture of modern media consumption. In this rapidly evolving scheme, for public service broadcast to be effective in its goals and values and more importantly, relevant to the ‘public’ it is recommended that it reflects upon these newer capabilities and work towards making them into inherent properties of future PSB services.

Ubiquitous:

4. Future broadcast should be diversified in terms of both their technologies and creative content to suit the ubiquitous nature of future consumption behaviours supported by the increase in use of handheld and IoT devices. For example, provision for content of varying lengths such as responsive radio as discussed by Tony Churnside of the BBC, optimized for the current device in terms of resolution, volume and streaming strength, to make the most efficient ‘broadcast’ available to any person, at any time.

Customised and Personalised

5. As media consumption turns ubiquitous, the need for customisation of the broadcast content through the use of effective recommenders and media curators is highlighted. The success of several modern digital media platforms like Netflix and Spotify are single handedly dictated by the effectiveness of their recommendations. Recommmenders that are capable of assessing the delicate balance between suggesting content based on previous consumption versus exposing the audiences to new and diverse options are to be prioritized and integrated into the heart of future public service broadcast.

Context-Aware
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6. Broadcast as a holistic experience warrants customization beyond recommendations if it is to be extended beyond the audiences' homes to their commutes, breaks, waits and passive background consumption. Here, for future public service broadcast to be truly universal in terms of consumption, the broadcast should be able to be context aware and present opportunities for media consumption that are sensitive to the circumstances of the audience member(s) and deliver content that is intelligently perceptive of their social and technological wants, needs and intentions.\(^{13}\)

**Increased Public Investment**

7. With the introduction of internet enabled media, the fundamental quality of one-way dissemination of broadcast content is challenged.\(^{14}\) Herein lies the possibility for future broadcast to allow for active audience engagement with the process. This brings forth the ‘public’ aspect of a PSB, making the future of a PSB more relatable and relevant to the audiences. With the introduction of cutting edge internet based broadcast technologies like Object Based Media\(^{15}\) that allow for audience intervention in the content that is delivered, a PSB sees the potential for a shift in the current broadcast model to one where increased creative investment from the public is factored in.

**Data Driven**

8. All of the above-mentioned characteristics for a future PSB is enabled by a single resource, audience personal data. The types of data required to make these innovations possible could range from audience location and device ID to very granular viewing history details. This data is used to understand audience behaviour, highlight patterns and gaps, alleviate any identified consumption gaps, resolve audience wants, needs and intentions, infer social circumstances around consumption and deliver the opportunity for the most optimised content consumption at any given time.

9. However, the commercial approaches to data capture and processing are increasingly under scrutiny and are systematically undermining public trust. Public Service Broadcasting must take a more responsible and privacy preserving approach to maintain this public trust, as exemplified by the BBC Box project\(^{16}\), in which user personal data is not casually shared, but processed in their own TV, smartphone or computer, with only anonymised statistical data shared.

What services should they provide (How the very inherent nature of future services will help serve more audiences, in an inclusive manner)? To whom should they provide the services?
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\(^{15}\) [https://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/object-based-media](https://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/object-based-media)

10. One of the biggest advantages provided by audience data leverage in PSB is the ability to make future broadcast relevant and accessible to all. With the ability to understand user motivations at granular resolutions along with the capabilities for delivering customised content to audiences, broadcasters of the future would be able to deliver every one of their audience members experiences that match their expectations. Thus, this future would see a shift from broadcasters being forced to work under the constraints of studying audience demographics and catering to the majorities (with minorities being treated as special cases). Instead, the future would render equal weight to each audience member and their media consumption habits, thereby customising and curating broadcast to fit the circumstances and motivations of each audience member equally.

11. This advantage is not just limited to customising recommendations, but it diversifies. Firstly, making content more accessible to more vulnerable populations by controlling the resolutions, the media player’s lighting and volume or text size of subtitles to enable the most pleasant consumption experience. Secondly, contributing to the delivery of age appropriate content in families with younger audiences. Or even considering other social and technological support that could be provided like taking into account the particular social group that has convened to watch television.

12. Adding to these possibilities the ability for increased public involvement in the creative aspects of the broadcast would increase the relevance of these services to the public further. This potential for a more inclusive, accessible, universal and engaging broadcast presented by the movement to internet delivery and appropriately leveraging audience personal data presents the possibility of strongly rooting the ‘public’ aspect of PSB, thereby strengthening the very core and need for this traditionally established approach in the modern digital era.

What services should they provide (Identification and unpacking of challenges faced by future services)? In what way, and to whom, should they be accountable?

13. But while the future of a PSB could be much enhanced by the shift towards data-driven internet technologies, there are certain socio-technical challenges this change entails. These challenges are inferred from the findings of three contextualised research studies that closely investigated the implications of personal data leverage in future media. This research studied these challenges from the viewpoints of the audience members and several public service broadcast providers within the BBC (a PSB organisation). This viewpoints approach resulted in a holistic report that is sensitive to both the consumer perspective and provider perspective of these challenges.

14. Considering the specific grounding of this research within the scope of a public service broadcast organisation, its services and audiences, we believe the findings here speak specifically to the future of PSB services, which are inevitably shifting towards the digital, internet enabled and data driven era. The following account details two of
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these challenges that address the context of future broadcast: lack of trust and accountability. It unpacks the sensitivities around these challenges, to be considered by future services provided by a PSB. If not carefully studied and responded to, these challenges could almost form barriers in the adoption and widespread use of these innovative technologies. Hence, we present these challenges through this evidence with the view that these sensitivities have the scope of being an integral part of the very guidelines for the creation and redefinition of a PSB.

**Trust**

15. Trust is a core value within the BBC, especially considering their agenda for public service broadcast. Here, the Director General of the institution is quoted saying “Our mission for the internet age is to provide world-class programmes and services, and be a trusted guide, for everyone.” For this mission to be achieved, particularly when personal data is involved, the factors that make trust a challenge calls for more attention.

16. When personal data is involved in media consumption, a lack of trust is highlighted, in two ways. First is the trust associated with the nature of broadcast media, where traditionally users trusted broadcast because of its very nature of serving uniform content to all. With that media being customised using audience personal data, the user trust in such scenarios becomes a challenge.

17. Ethical considerations are required here, especially those focusing on responses to the fear of bias. Two kinds of biases are persistent in this context. One is the possibility of serving content that might be biased to influence user attitudes, using knowledge given by their personal data. Second is the constraining of users in biased recommendations like filter bubbles and echo chambers, thereby limiting the diversity in the media they are exposed to.

18. Second form of trust is the trust around the data practices. Here, broadcasters have the added responsibility of being a ‘data broker’ where they have to understand and respond to the nature of trust and challenges associated with the data processes. Currently, there is a lack of trust in the data practices within media experiences.

19. The track record of the service provider often helps with user trust in this scenario, but the audiences do not consider that to be a guarantee when their personal data is involved.

20. When considering media services and a PSB in particular, the consideration of trust as a core value is central also because media services fall into the ‘pleasure spectrum’ of the users’ lives. Hence, there is the possibility of the public easily choosing not to engage with these services if they do not trust them, which challenges the very reason for existence of a PSB.

**Accountability**
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20. [https://www.wired.com/2010/03/netflix-cancels-contest/](https://www.wired.com/2010/03/netflix-cancels-contest/)
21. As the core value of trust becomes a challenge in future PSB, accountability becomes a solution to this challenge. The BBC has traditionally upheld accountability as one of its key responsibilities to the public. They exercise this accountability through transparency of “information about how we work including programme statements, salaries and expenses disclosures, board meeting minutes, and fair trading complaints and responses.”

22. Due to previous experiences with other data driven services, audiences reported not being satisfied with current levels of transparency and control. Here, they are forced to trust the service providers rather than encouraged through appropriate responses to organically build trust. Media service providers also report accountability as a challenge by pointing out the different aspects of accountability that must be considered if user trust is to be preserved.

23. Here, PSBs have traditionally viewed accountability in terms of responsibility. This is often regulated by external or internal bodies through several measures that make processes transparent (as highlighted in the quote from 20.). With the inclusion of personal data in future PSB, this understanding of a PSB calls to be widened to accommodate more perspectives. The GDPR imposes legal accountability on any entity collecting and processing personal data. Hence, accountability here extends to internal and external legal accountability, which together practicalises accountability of the data practices both within and outside the system.

24. Another aspect of accountability pertinent within media and relates to responsibility is social accountability. This view on accountability, while not regulated, is an example of the service provider understanding of the need to go beyond just the mandated, to ensure user trust. It also differs from traditional definitions of accountability as this viewpoint focuses on being accountable as a societal entity, towards the society or the public, rather than a formal regulatory body. It is about taking active steps towards respecting and mitigating the social implications of using personal data that could otherwise lead to loss of user trust in the organisation

25. A newer perspective on accountability which again speaks to the public is that of computational accountability. Processing of personal data, particularly when Artificial Intelligence is involved, calls for accountability beyond legal mandates. For instance, it calls for computational accountability which refers to ‘providing an account of’ the underlying data practises to the audiences, thereby making the service and the data more accountable towards the public. This form of accountability focuses on making the computer system and the AI algorithms running it more transparent and legible.
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would contribute towards building user trust by helping eliminate both forms of bias reported in [16].

26. Thus, in future PSB, due to technological advancements and socio-technical implications there is the requirement for broadening of the notion of accountability. In order to build public trust, accountability needs to be approached from different perspectives where it is not just exercised towards regulatory bodies at a legal level but also on technological and social levels to the public if they are to adopt increased stake and engagement with future PSB services.

Is the term ‘public service broadcasting’ still relevant and, if not, what is a suitable alternative? How this compares with alternative subscription, streaming services and Freeview services.

27. Future media services and broadcast is moving towards digitised, internet enabled, and data driven frameworks. The above account presents this shift along with the socio-technical challenge of trust introduced here. It identifies the need for future broadcast to be holistically accountable in this context in order to enable audience trust.

28. Here, while a PSB would inevitably pioneer in future technological advances, it also occupies a unique position wherein through its agenda for service to the public, it could also simultaneously be an enabler for best practice through accountability and improved trust. Research has already shown that audiences place a higher level of trust on a PSB versus alternate service providers\textsuperscript{13}. However, given the implications the future of broadcast holds, audiences have explicitly asked for more tangible response measures that enhances their trust.

29. Thus, in the near future, the relevance of PSB shows the potential for further increase and grounding among the audiences who expect more accountable and responsible practices from a PSB as opposed to other providers. However, this potential mandates that the PSB, while reinventing itself technologically is also inclusive of and sensitive to the public concerns around the current and near-future changes in broadcast technologies and data use.

30. Through such initiatives, it would not only be providing the audiences with content that is in line with the audiences’ expectations, but it would be doing so in an accountable manner where the public’s trust in the service is not challenged. This would also in turn be a unique advantage to a PSB over alternate contemporary services who, despite facing severe audience displeasure over such challenges \textsuperscript{10,13,19} are yet to adopt effective models that respond efficiently to these audience concerns.